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True and VariableElectric Lamp Syndicate v.BryantTradiniJSyndicate.

IN, THE .HIGH COURT·OF·JUSTICE.-OHANOERY DIVISION..

Be/ore MR. JUSTICE SWINFEN EADY.

February. 19th and 20th, 1908.

TRUE AND ·VARIABLE ELEOTRIC LAMP SYNDIOA.TEV. BRYANT TRADING

5 SYNDWAT&

Patent.-Actionfor infringement of two Patents.s-OnePateni held to have
been anticipated, tlte other held tobe valid.-Novelty.-Mistakei1lJ>rawings.
Subordinate elaim:.~Utility.-Injunction.-Oosts apportioned.

The owners oj two Patents for uariableelectric lam1!s brought anaction for
10 infringement of both of them• . The Particulars. ·of Objections alleged both

inventions to lack eubject-matter and to have beenanticipated byprior Specifica
tions. .It became clear at the trial that one of the inventions had been antici
pated by one of the Specifications cited, and the Plaintiff« mainly relied on the
Patent for the other invention. Infringement was not contested. An objection

15 wasalteged against the secondPatent, viz., that, as the larnpwas stated in the
Provisional Specification to be.specially applicable to lamps in -common use
and it was clear that, as shown .in the Drawings, it could not be used in lamp
holders in which the plungers were placed at a certain angle to the bayonet
joints, which holders were commonly used at the date 0/ the. Patent, and that

20· the inve'ntion lacked utility. A further Objection was to a subordinate Ola1~m

on the ground that it involved no invention as a Claim in gross.
Held, that the first Patent was invalid for want oj novelty ; and, as to the

second Patent, that the particular arrangement of the contact pieces shown in
the Drawings .was a snere error which any workman oould correct, and that

25 the contrivance was novel, useful, and involved invention; and that the second
Olaim was not a Claim in gross but merely subsidiary.

Aninjuttct'ion was granted as regards the second Patent, but no inquiry as
to damages, only one lamp having been sold. The costs were given to the
Plaintiffs except so far as increased by the claim in respect to the first Patent,

30 which costs they were ordered to pay.
British Dynamite Company v. Krebs (18 R.P.C. 190)followed.

The True and Variable Electric Lamp Syndicate, who were the Plaintiffs in
the action, were the assignees of two Letters Patent, viz., No. 15,689 of 1901,
for "Improvements in electric incandescence lamp holders and switches'

35 "therefor," and No. 18,569 of 1901, for "Improvements in incandescence
" electric lamps," both granted to John Robert Quain.
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46·2 REPORTB."OF:PATENT, ,DESIGN.,. [Jnne 3, 1908.

True andVariahle~ElectMc .Lamp Syndicate v. Bryant T'I'o,d1:ng Syndioate.

On the 23rd of April 1907 they commenced an action against the Bryant
Trading Syndicate claiming an injunction and damages for infringement of
both these Patents.

The Complete Specification of No. 15,689 of 1901 described the form of lamp
illustrated in Drawings thereto, which are given below, Fig, 2 being a vertical 5
section and Fig. 3 a plan of theJamp removed from the "holder, and showing
the usual conductors upon the face of the cap.

The material part of the Complete Bpeciflcationwaa as follows :-" a 'Is ,th~
'"'intermediate- ring or tulia forming' the spring holder, into which the cap 7rof
'.' the, incandescent lamp c'~ is. pushed .up and is held by means of .the 'annular 10
': rib d"upo.~, .the l~t~~ which forces apart the springutrips e Into which" the
" lower part of the holder a is divided, and allows the latter to enter until 'the
" rib c passes into the corresponding recess 1 in the holderand issecurely held
" by the elastici.ty of' the .latter" without; preventing the lamp.e! and its. cap b
" fro~ being freely turned round in the recess f. The upper part of the holder a 15
'1: has, upon- its periphery radialpins or studs U1which enter,~the,bayonet joint h,
'~"upon.;the sldes. 10f the upper holder i,vhich is attached to- the' permanent
~ .support i,I attached to a ceiling.or other place.j, jt are two insulated electrical
'~S'c.(!)nductingwiresconnected with" terminals (preferably spring' plungers. of the. '
., wellknown kind) k, k1

1,wh.icl}. press- agai\lfi9t cor-responding ina!llated'~c.ontact20
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True and Variable Electric Lamp Syndicate v; Bryant Trading·Syndicate.

" pieces m, m1, upon the upper surface of the cap b of the lamp, which contact
" pieces are connected with the two incandescent filaments 1, 11

, in the lamp c,
" in such manner that the electrical current is made to pass through one or both
" filaments ill any required direction or manner or is entirely cut off, according

.5 "to the position which is given to the cap by turning it round more or less in
" the recess/. In the figure the larger contact in (Figure 3) is permanently in
~, contact with oneof the spring conductors k1 through which the current is
" admitted to it and passed through the lamp and back to the other. spring
" conductor k, through either the contact 1nI, or 1n2, (according to the position

10 "into which the cap c is turned,) either the filament 1 or llbeing includedin
" .the circuit. '

" Obviously, the number of combinations, either in series or parallel.throngh
" which the current maybe made to pass may be increased to any desired extent,
" by increasing. the number and character of the incandescent filaments, and the

15 "number and position of the insulated contacts pieces upon the cap b, in the
" already wellknown way, and for which therefore I do not make any special
"claim, my present invention consisting substantially in the method of con
" struction and operation by which the desired variation of the position of the
" contacts is very simply and easily effected, by merely turning the lamp round

20 "its vertical axis. . '
"In some cases the novel spring holder may be formed upon the upper per

" manent support for the conducting wires without the intervention of the
" intermediate tn be a.

" 'I'he details of construction and arrangement may be varied" more or less to
25 "suit different circumstances. For instance, instead of a bayonet joint, a screw

" connection may be used."
There were four Claims, the first three Claims being as follows :-1. "In

" electric incandescent lamps in which two or more incandescent filaments are
" used, the electric current being made to pass through one or more of sunk

30. " filaments in any desired order or combinations for the purpose of varying as
" desired the amount of light produced by varying the course of the current
"through the separate filaments,-tho method of varying and adjusting the
" relative position of the contacts through which the electric current passes to
" produce the amount of light requiredvby attaching the incandescent lamp

35 "itself to the holder through which the .main current is supplied, in such
" manner that whilst the lamp isheld safely.and without risk of its becoming
" detached from the holder it canbefreely turned. round its 'vertical axis, a cap
" upon its upper end being provided with-jnsulated contacts connected .with
" the different incandescent filaments andpressedupagainst the terminals of

40 "the main conducting .wires in the upper holder, and the adjustment of the
" different contacts against these terminals being effected.by.tu:rning the lamp
" itself round its vertical centre until the .current passesthrough the.contacts
" on its cap and the several filaments in the 'prope~orderand course to.produce
" the desired results, substantially as described and Illustrated. 2~ The com-

45 "bination of the transparent globe c', any desirednumber of separate incandee
" cent filaments such as 1, lJ, the insulating cap b having an external annular
" rib c round it, insulated contact pieces such as m, m', m2

, connected with the
" filaments, insulated terminals k, k), connected with mainconductors ;",jl.,.]11
" the upper part. of the permanent holder i, an intermediate tube a, attached to

50 "the upper. holder i and permanent support i l by a bayonet joint h or screw,
" and, having its lower end divided into elastic strips e, having. an internal
" annular 'recess f round them into which the rib c fits and is held by their
'.'·elasticity whilst the globe and cap can be tnrned freely round their vertical
" axis', the insulated contacts m, mI , m2, upon the cap b being brought into an'y

55 ,.,. desired position in relation to the several filaments, and to the terminals. k,k1,

d,bY~l1.rning the lamp ciron.nd its vertical axis, whilst the lamp can be readily
'~'.remo~ed by moderatevertical pressure, from the spring stripse, and2"replac~d,

.. M 2
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"464 [J~ne '3,·190&.··

'True .and,..Varia.ble >Eleqtric Lalnp,SY'(l,dicate V •..·B1"ya.n,~" Tracl.ing ·..·Syndicate.·

"substantially. r~8de8crib~d and. illustra~.ed.3.·A ····1ll9djfied'.:~ol'm '; of .tbe
.,,~' apparatus described and claimed in Olaim 2, in which the elastic .stri.pse.a~e
" made up.on..the lower end offhe upper support or .holder, .without the inter.
"'vention'of the intermediate tubea,su'bstantiallyas described.". .

The Provisional Specification of Letters Patent No. 18,5690£ 1901wasaB5\~
follows:~"'rhe··object .of my invention is to prodnct{sic} different.candle .
" powers in an incandescent electriclamp as-required by thedevlceheeelnafter
"·descr.ib..ed. .',''

" 1 accomplishfhis result bya specially designed lamp .oap.which adapts
," itself to the bayonet aocket-holders-commorily in use. 10

"The~cap is.so formed as to have' the pins which hold· theIamp inplaceso
." made as to form one pin .passing througbslots in the cap and.. projecting -the
" required distance on its outside. The pin is .eentred on-a.ptsotwhtch.allows
'''ot,the cap moving any part. of ·lts·circnmference·.reql}.;j.red.whilstthe pin is
".secure4 inthe.capr.e~eptacle. 1~

" Suitable contacts 'are made on the cap these. contacts being connected to one
"or,'Illore filaments or parts of filaments jn·,:the .Iamp, Th~' aetionof.tuaning
",the Iamp.the required distanoe places the d~siredfilamept!contacts.in QOD·'
"'nectionwith.the plungera or contacts in' the holder. thereby.' completing the
". requiredcircuit with the exterior supply, ,.- '. 20

." ~h~Jamp contacts .may Qe..made concave on their surfaces-eo-asto allow of
" the plungers in the holder making more secure connection.

"'Isometimesllse acollarencircling -the the cap,upon 'vhieh is carried.. the
c'.pi:ns orjstuds of ·the bayonet connection. This collar allows of.theJamp
""moving within ,it .the distance r~quired tocomplete the circuits desired through 25
",tp.e plungers of the holders and contacts on the lamp."

The Complete Specification, so far as material. for the.purposes of this Report,
wasasfellows :-" MypreaentIuventionrelatesto incandeacep:telectrio<·,la.mps,
"and it. has for its object novel methodacficonstructlon all,d arrangement.
",by which different .degrees ··of .candle power.' can. .be. obtained. in. the .lamp, 30:
"3S desired,

" In .order to put the' invention ·in .operation ... I. use .an Incaudeseent lamp of
u.;t.he ordinarywell known kind buthaving.two inoandescent-fllaments ·of
" qifferent resistances, and upon the top. of the .lampLflt aeap.whieh.carrles
'~.the insulated filaments, and upon the tIpper surface, of whieh.sultable-insulated 3~,::.
".conducting contacts or.surfaces are arranged" 'v hich are electrically connected,
".'~ith·-theendsof the filaments in the lamp : ~. .
~ The cap of the lamp is connected to the bayonet joint upon·..the upper

",holder, by pins or studs at. its circumference, which .pins enter the notches: of
".the bayonet joint; and-when the cap is tumed vparblyroundflrinly lock the 40:j\
".latter to the'holder. . '.; .
:." In.my invention, instead of making the pinaor stude separate.andfixed

'~,i:p.to.the sides of the cap, I make them in theform-of .a simple wire of
.ee sufficient stren.gthpassingcompletely through a 'transverse opening' in the
" upper part of the cap, Its-ends projecting sufficiently to engage In thenotches 45,~:
",. of the bayonet joint... I. make the opening in the cap through which the
'" wire passes, elongated horizontally, and I pivot the wire at:.the· c~ntre of its·
"le:q.gthtQ;a vertical pivot in the centre of the ·cap,so that It can be turned
" freely backward 'and forward in the latter its ends moving ill the horizontal
" elongated openings described, or; conversely, .. if the ends of the pin be tirIJ}.ly ~O '
" held in the bayonet joint of the holder, the cap and with it the lamp can turn
" easily backward and forward roundits vertical centre.

"The bayonet holder above is provided with contact pieces (preferably
"spring plungers of the usual well known kind)" to whiehthe main insulated'
"electric conducting- wires are connected, and when- the cap of the lampIs 55
." pressed up and the ends of the transverse wire are 'fixed in the bayonet
" joint, the lower ends of the spring plungers, or .contacts,preES' agaillst:the
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Tru:(j'aruJ"JTariable'" Electric LaJnpSyndieate v.Bryant Trading iSyruf;icate.

""corresponding Insulated conducting surfaces upon the top of the cap, already
"described. ' ,

",IIi this position, therefore, the cap and lamp are firmly attached to' the
" bayonet joint of the upper support whilst the lamp itself canbe turnedround

5, " more or less in either direction, so that the contacts upon the npper surface of
"its cap can be brought into contact with 'the conducting rplunger 'and into

, " positions having any desired relation to the latter.
"The ends of the insulated incandescent filaments inthe lamp.are connected

" to the contacts, on the cap, so that by' turning the latter round more or less in
10' " either direction, the direction and character of the electric current (andthe

" consequent candle. power) can be varied as desired, the filaments being
,'" arranged .either singlY,or in series, or parallel, or the like, or the current can
" be cut' off altogether.

" It is evident, 'that instead of two incandescent filaments three or more
15,,: " may be used, the insulated contacts in the cap" being properlyarranged to

" correspond.
" In the accompanying Drawing, which is in illustration of my invention,

" Figure lis a aide view of' the apparatus. -~"'igure 21s' a vertical section
"through the same•. "Figure 3 is a transverse sectionthrough the line A~B

20- '~Figllre 2, and Figure 4 is a plan of the top of the lamp cap, shewl nga
"method' of preventing' it from' being accidentally ..'disconnected from the
" holder.

"'. a is the permanent socket to which- the lamp is' suspended and attached, b, hi
"being·-themain insulating conducting wires. passing into it,and c,c1 being

25 ," springinsulatedcondncting plungers forming the terminals of the wires b, hi.
"'£he incandescent lamp d has its' npperendclosedby the cap 8, through
",vhich'passes transversely the strong wire f, which turn's freely upon a
"vertical 'pivol g at the centre of. the cap e,its ends projecting through
"openings h,~orizontally elongated, at the sides of the cap e. The two

30· ", incandescent filaments w, WI in the lamp dare connected to the insulated
"conducting contacts m, m', m2, on the top of the cap e, against which the
",plungers c, c1 press' when the cap is pressed' uP. and 'held in. its position by
"'by turning the wire f··rounduntil its projecting ends are firmly engaged in
" the notches of the bayonet joint in the socket a. -

35 " By turning the lamp d and cap e horizontally round to any desired position,
"-,the several contacts mean he brought into any desired position in relation to
" the conducting plungers c,c\ and the candle power of the lamp is varied accord
":ingly... In the drawing the current may be made to pass through either of the
".filamentsw, WI, by passing it first into the contact m and thence through either

40 "~,filament to the contaotm! or m', by turning the lamp round.
'-' Instead of the transverse wire passing diametrically through the cap, a ring

";.fitting freely ina guide round the cap may be- usedvatuds being fixed upon
u:the outer circumference of the ring which fit into the grooves of the bayonet
"joint., When the ring is fixed by the studs to the bayonet joint in the' holder,

45 "the lamp together with the cap can be turned freely round in the ring, and in
" ;this method of arrangement they can be turned completely round Instead of
'~;throngh a segment of a circle only. ,

" The electrical contacts m, m', m', upon the cap of the lamp may have slight
"concavities made on th~r surface at the places where the points of the

50(" plungers are to press upon them, the latter thus making better connections,
" and being less likely to shift from their position.

" In order to prevent the ends of the transverse wire from accidentally cqming
"out of the notches of the bayonet joint, one or both of the ends may be
" screwed and fitted with a corresponding nut or nuts n; as shewn in Figures 1,

55:' "2,3,'and 5, which can be screwed firmly against the holder, Ora movable
"steel or other elastic strip 0 (Figure 4) may be used having a hole through it
" fitting upon one of the ends of the wire f its other end fitting at p over the
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REPORTS OtPATENT, DESiGN, [Ju.ne3, 1905.

True and Variable Electric Lamp Syndicate v, ·"Bry(tiit Tradin.q Syndicate.

"edge of the slot of the bayonet joint, and so preventing the wire .from
" becoming free.

"The details of construction may be varied more or less as may be found
" desirable.'

The Patentee claimed :-" 1. In electric incandescent lamps in which .two or 5
" more Incandescentfilarnents are used, the 'electric current being made topass
H through one or more. of such filaments. in. .any desired order~or.cdmbinatlons,.

"for the purpose of varying ~B desired the amount of light produced, by varying
" the course of 'the' current through the separate filaments, the novel apparatus
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True' and Variable Electric Lamp 'Syndicate v, Bryant· Trading Syndicate.

" for so varying the course of the current consisting of the transparent globe d,
u.a number of incandescent filaments such as w, WI, a cap eupon the globe d,
,~ having upon its upper surfaceasuffleient number of suitably arranged insu-

~". "lated contact piecessuch as m, m', m2, an upper fixed holder a into the lower
~ "en,d of which the cap e of the lamp' enters freely, contact pieces c, ct,in the

"upperholder a connected with the main conducting wires b, hI,' and pressing
",'against the contact pieces m, ni', m2, openings at the sides of the holder a
" forming bayonet joints into which the ends of a transverse wire f in the cap e

~ "enter and hold the lamp InIts place in tbeholder a, a verticalpivot g in the
10. "cap e,upon which the wire! can turn horizontally in recesses h in the eap.so

". that the lamp a and cap e can be turned round upon ,their vertical axis as
« desired, whilst the ends of the transverse wire f remain locked in the bayonet
"'joint, substantially as described and illustrated.,' 2,. A screwed nut n 'upon"

, r ,,' the end of the wireh by which the said wire ,is held firm and prevented from.'
15· " coming out of the bayonet joint, substantiallyas described and illustrated..'

'~·3. Instead of the transverse pivoted wire described in Claim 1, a ring fitting'
",. freely in a recess or guide round the cap of the lamp, andhavlngstudsflttlrig
'" in the bayonet joints of the holder, substantially as described. 4. A,movable

, " ,'-elastic strip 0, having a hol~ , through it fitting upon one of the ends of
20;" the wire fwhilst the other,end of the strip fits over theedge of the slotof' the

"bayonet joint. and prevents the' wire from becoming ..free from":,:the .slot,
"'>substantiallyas described and illustrated in Figure 4." .

.,TheParticnlars of Breaches alleged infringement by the manufacbureand
". sale ora-lamp as' illustrated below; The illustrations and description-are ta~en 7

25 from the Specification' of Letters Patent, No. 28 of 1907,grante(lto"" Fran:ci8~~

e

FIGJ.

fIG.2.

'rIC.6·.

~g
.~

'C
'----'!'!-.....

FIC.tO. fJG.9.

Harrison. for" Jmprovements ill 'caps for electric Iamps ::0£ variablEr'iumi'nosity/'.,~
and the Defendants issued ajrade circular containing -a '. somewhat similar'.
illustration. ' . ,
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..'. '. .', ~ .Description,
".Figure 1· i~ anelevationof a lamp-cap, a isa metal-Din attached.by.solder

"or rivited to b whi~ll isa.m~talband,s~parately,draw·n.in Fig;.:4"0,·12,13, 14,.
h there 1,s another pin attacheddiametrically opposite.andboth- pins so.attached
" to the band or ring 1), thepin8 (t project through unelongated opening-more 5'
" clearly shewn at j in Eig, G.Whenthe·.band or ring b, is in the metal. tube c
" of the cap, arid the pins a being attached the metalbandZ it .cannotfallout..
" although it .is.reasonably..loose and ofIessexternal ..diameter.ehnn the internal
" diameter ofthe tube c, butthe band b may partly rotate butin.action.itiathe-: :'
" caps that ~rtlY' rotates and the band b· is stationary .and-the limit of the .arc .is. 10
". governedbythelength.of the slot shewn in Fig.6atj,·tbisi9:intentionalasit.
"allo,vsacontact piecee-or ~~:in.Fig.2and9 to-come in-enntact with the'
" plunger or terminal. of:an ordinary bayonet lampsocket, (the-said lam,p·holder:;
« beingso.well knownto those -, .iufhe trade explanation .Isnnneoeesaeyjwhile
" theotherplungeralways remainseither atoneend er.the-other.ofthe contact 15
h. plate e. s~e~ .. In Fig. 6· and 9... Figure .' 6 shews the plain. tulle. ,of.the .Iamp 'cap'e,
" theelongated. slo~j .regulatingfhemovementofzhe said"cap :c:'anddoorwaY1
Ie and to,. a~~:ow ~b'~~aidpiils. to '.' projectthro~gha:ndIBUPPQrt .the :said .band b.' -,
" Figure 8 is a section of a complete cap c Isthe tube,Q·je the.band;·jl\<position
" coveringfhe slotj, a is the.ibackof-fhe supportingvpin, c:d;::is' the .vitrlte or.20
".other such .. non conducting, waterp:roof·:andfire··.. proof"supp:o,:ting eontaet..
" plates, eands'... Figure 9 is ,a; general view 'of.the complete') lamp cap shewing
"·conta~t.plates e,;e1.ande2, slots and pins. -Figure ·10 isone.ferm ofacomplete
" incandescent electric lamp having two filaments i and 0, a wire leading.feom-
", the contact plate edivides at t and conducts current through i to x then to e1 2.5
~, or through 0 to It then to e2 according to which way the lamp be twisted, to
" the right or to the left, any such coupling as i~,'serieB Of parallel may be
" completed by the well known principles' adopted jn the electrical trades, thus
" a twist switching lamp is produced." •... ,.;

The Defendants denied infringement, and an~ged:"~hat both Patents were 30
void for want of subject-matter and by'reas9Il of prior publication by the
following Specifications:-Probert (No. 15,774~f_l_Bg6);,S¢~.midt (No. 4978 of
1887); Davis and Collins,(No. 19,874 of 1892)-; :¥an,n:and Hopwood (No.
15,485 of 1893);. Hartogh(No. 20,799 of 1893},;H'ltnter~1J,d Jack (No. 3426 of
1894); Edison and Swan. Oompany and Moffat (:No.: ,~~BO 'of 1894) ; Hussey 35
(No. 11,219 of 1894);!£dison and Swan Oo'mpany and·,.Hil·Z (No. 22,337 of
1895) ;PltellJS (No••10,647, of. 1898); Botelli' 'NQ•.·~7,59() of 1898); Miller
(No. 5211 of 1899). 'Oertain prior users were also alleged.tbut no evidence was
offered in respect ofthe'In~ ..' . The Defendants also alleged .want of subject-
matter in respect, of both Patents, 40

The Specification of Edison and Swan OOJnpany and Hill (No. 22,337 of
1895) described the lamp illustrated on the next page, and the Defendants
relied on it as an anticipation of the Plaintiffs' first Patent. .

The Complete Specification-of the Patent No. 22,337 of 189:) 'of the Edison.
Oompany and Hill, so far as material for this Report, was as follows :-" This 45
U invention relates to the construction of the bulb and holder of an incandescent
" electrical lamp in such a manner as to shorten the leading in wires and lessen
" the risk of their short circuiting, and to afford ready means of. putting the
" filament or one of two filaments in or out of circuit. '

" Fig. 1 of the accompanying Drawings is an elevation of a bulb and holder 50
" according to this invention, the casing of the holder 'being shown in section-
" Fig. 2 is a sectional plan on the line XX of -'rig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan of the
" holder looking from below. Fig. 4 is ..3 plan andsectioll:of the disc. and
" contact plates for a Iamp having a single filament and Fig, 5 is a similarplan
". and for section for lamp having two fllaments.vThe bulb B terminates 'above, 55
" with a hollow ,fitted to receive a disc D' of ceramic or other .non-conducting ,
" material cemented in the hollow, and having fixed onits upperface a pair of. '.
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"contact platesC as shown in Fig. ,4 01" three such plates ,91, C::, (J3,~S i~,~ig. 5~
" The two,'leading in wires fora single fllamentare passed. through 'holes,in' the
" disc into .holes.ofthe contact plates Cin:whichtheyareaolderetl., '.',

":Where there are two filaments in the bulb, each .has one of its ends secured
5 ,~, to a separate leading-in wire, and the other endsof both, are'secured together

" to another leading' in wire,' the three' wires being connected to the three"
"contact plates shown in Fig.'5.' ,"C

"The spring plungers Pare-mounted as' usual inabaseM of non-conducting
" material" and-are connected to the leadirig-conductora W, the base 1\1 being

10 :U secured to the cone NbJ screwing onto N'a socket S', which terminates in 'a
" number of circularly arranged spring blades E.' The bulb 'B hasaprojecting
" lip L forming: a ' bead, all round its head, this lip lodging in. b.ol1o~s" of th.~

" spring blades E when it' ispushed in with sufficientforce to' push the blades
" outwards SOttS to Iet-Itpassto the position> where it-is' held'l~y tlIei~.~l~stic

15 "pressnre. In-thus pushing in the head' of, thebulb the contact. plates 'Care
" pressed on the plungers P, 'Byturningthe bulb partly roundtoonepositlon.
u thetwoplates Oof Fig. 4 may be brought tofacet~eplungersPth~spri~~~ng
" thefilament~~ncircuit;; byturnlng "the bulb about one, quarter :ro~~d.,~.t.h~

" filamentis put out of circuit. InIikamanner-when there are .three contact
20 ~~iplate~' -01, /02", 03;as'shewn inFig.,4" the: I>lateO1,"may face' .. <?ue plunger 'v h.i,le:. ,

" eith~r'of the;"plates';C2, ,030r ' ,the near ,'edges 'of both 'facethe othee.and thus'
" either-orboth nlamelltsmaybeputitt eircuit.~Byturnipg'the 'b~lbto,such
" a p08i~ion that' Cl--does not face either plunger P, both filaments are put out
" ofcircuit," ,

25 The action came on for trial on the 19th of February .1908 before M~.J:ustice

SWINFEN EADY. , ,
.Letoie EdmundsK.C. and W. L. Richards (instructed by E. Du Bois)

appeared for the Plaintiffs; T. Terrell K.C. and E. F. Spence (instructed' by
E. E. 'Clark) appeared for the Defendants.
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Edm'undsK.C.· opened the Plaintiffs' case, and stated that the Plaintiffs relied
in the main on the second Patent sued OD. Tne lamp was the first variable lamp
Which could be used in an 'ordinary holder, and in which the variation could
be obtained by merely turning the lamp on its axis. All the Iamps described in.
the prior Specifications depended either on the use of a special holder or on 'an 5
independent switch. "

The following witnesses were called on behalf of the Plaintiffs,:-J. R. Quain,
electrician, the Patentee, who set forth the advantages of the second invention.
He admitted in cross-examination that the invention described in the Speciflca- ... '
tion of the Edison and Swan Company and Hill was Identical with his first 10
invention, if the springs in the latter were formed on the holder instead 'of-on an
intermediate tube. Dixon, A.E. Johnson, and W. Adams gave' evidenceas to
intention on the part of the Defendants to infringe.

T. TerrellK.C. opened the Defendants' case.e--After the admission' of .the l;f~f
Patentee the 'first Patent is clearly bad. As to the second. Patent, .compared "
with, what has been done before, it is merely the substitution of a fixed. pin'
and a movable slot for a fixed slot ana a movable pin. As to the assertion:'of
the advantage in use with an ordinary holder, it is not set forth in the Complete
Specification, and the law requires this to be done if it is of the, essence of the A'A,
invention (Olay v. Alcock 23 R.P.C. 745, per Fletcher Moulton L.J., 750)~, Mere ~v
iItility without invention will not support a Patent (Rickmann' v, Thlerry
14 R.P.C.114). Therels no invention in Claim 2 (Plimpton. v, Spiller L.R.
G' C.D. 412; Cropper v, Smith 1 R.P.C. 81). We cannot seriously deny
infringement.

Charles Bauer, Chartered Patent Agent, gave evidence in support of the 25
Defendants' case. In cross-examination he admitted that no lamp had been made
prior to Quain:« invention which could be applied direct to an ordinary holder.
Francis Harrison, th~ Defendants' works manager, was also called as a witness
on their behalf.

E. F. Spence summed up the Defendants' case. Claim 2 of Quain No. 18,569 30
is merely for the idea of placing a nut on 'a screw for the purpose of holding
it in position. Each Claim must stand by itself-e-and there is no invention
in this. '

Edmunds K.C. replied.
Judgment was reserved- and delivered on the 20th of February 1908. 35
SWINFEN EADY J.--T};1e Plaintiffs' claim is for the infringement of two

Patents granted in 1901 to John Robert Quain and nowvested in the Plaintiffs;"
or one of them. Both Patents relate to devices for obtaining different candle
powers in the same incandescent lamp, containing two filaments of different
resistances, by revolving the lamp with the holder. 40

In the first Patent, No. 15,689 of 1901, the Patentee prescribes a specially
designed holder adapted to fit the ordinary socket in use. This is a ring or tu.be,
the upper end of which is fitted with transverse pins, Which fit into the bayonet
joints of the ordinary socket; the lower end of the ring or tube is divided into
a considerable number of strips by vertical cuts or slits, the lower ends of which 45
are opened out; a short distance above these lower ends, there is formed an
annular recess, with a corresponding rib projecting outwards, and the cap of the
lamp has a corresponding ring or rib projecting round it, and fitting into the
spring recess in the ring, when the .lamp is pushed up into its place. This lamp
can be freely turned round its vertical axis in the -spring recess, and, as different 50
contacts are thus put in circuit, either or both of the filaments are rendered
incandesosnt, 'I'hus, revolving the lamp a short distance changes .i.t~ candle
power.: Although the Patentee first-describes this speoiallydeaigned It.ol~~r,,~fJ.
ap. intermediate fitting between the ordinary socketand his.lamp ;,.he also,points
out that 'the special, holder may be formed upon the upper-permanent-socket, 55
and as part of it, -and without any intermediatefitting : and if the upper: SOCKet
is so formed, it will be adapted to receive his lamp with its projecting ring or
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rib' ; and the third claiming clause claims this modified form of the apparatus
as a portion of the patented invention. But this form of the illventio~ is
practicallyidentical with the apparatus described in the patent of the Edison.

, Oonfj;Jany and Hill, No. 22,337 of 1895, which is a clear anticipation. Indeed
5 'the Patentee, Mr. J.R. Quain, who was called, admitted this quite frankly.

In my opinion the first Patent sued on is invalid for want of novelty.
The novelty in the second Patent sued upon is to be found in the cap of the

lamp. No special form of holder is required. The lamp is adapted for the
bayonet socket holders in common use. The device, which enables two

10, filaments of. different resistances in the same lamp to be used separately or
together, consists of a strong wire passing completely through a transverse
opening in the upper part of the cap, its end projecting sufficiently to engage
in the notches of the common bayonet socket. The opening on each side of

_, '. the cap, through which the wire passes, is elongated horizontally, and the wire
15 ~ is pivoted, in the centre of its length, to a vertical pivot in the centre of the

cap. The wire can thus move freely backwards and forwards to the extent of
the length of the-slot in the cap :- and when the wire is held in the notches
of a bayonet socket, the lamp will turn easily backward and forward round its
vertical centre to the extent of the slot. This movement of the lamp enables

20' either, or both, of the contact pieces connected with the filaments, to be put in
circuit, and light obtained. The advantages of this lamp are its extreme
simplicity and its being adaptedfor nearly all fittings now in common use,
as is manifest from Fig. ,I of'the Drawing. In my opinion the invention,

,,' although very simple, is extremely ingenious and meritorious. There was a
25 problem to be solved requiring invention and this the Patentee has 'done.

Until this invention there was not any variable lamp on the market-without a
switch upon the lamp itself-which was capable of being used in the ordinary
fittings in common use, unless some intermediate or adjusting' piece was also
employed, and I certainly cannot accept Mr. Bauer's view that no invention

30 was necessary to produce it. Many thousands of these lamps have already
been sold.

I have arrived at the conclusion that the invention is new and useful, and has'
not been anticipated. Hunter and Jack's Patent, 3426 of 1894, is quite different.

" That Patent is not for a form of lamp, but for a particular form of bayonet
35 socket or holder, and does not suggest in any way a pivotted wire in the cap of

. the lamp. Edison and MoiJ-at's Patent, 7530 of 1894, also relied on by the.
Defendants, has in my opinion nothing to do with the Patentee's invention.
It is for- a switch placed within the cap of the lamp. There is 110 switch
whatever in the Plaintiffs' lamp, contact with the spring plungers being

40 made or broken by a slight movement of the lamp itself. It was then said that
the Plaintiffs' Patent was invalid, as it is necessary that the spring plungers
should be at right angles to the transverse wire in the cap, whereas the
Drawing, Figure 2, shows the plungers in position parallel to the wire. But
this is a very obvious slip in the Orawing and is covered by the observations of

45 Sir George Jessel M.R., in Otto v, Linford (46 L.T., N.S. 40). In ordinary
holders the plungers are set at right angles to the bayonet notches, or nearly so,
and the error in the Drawing has reference not to the patented lamp, but to the
common holder which is no part of the Patent.

It was also contended that the Plaintiffs' Patent was invalid as Claim 2 was
50 an independent Claim to the user of a screwed nut 'upon the end of a wire to

fix the wire to the holder and to .prevent it changing its position, and that the
.use of SJIch a nut for such a purpose was one of the oldest devices in mechanics.
In my opinion the Patentee on page 3, line 21,~ is merely describing a method of
affixing his invention to the holder, as an advantageous method of using his

* Ante p. 465, 1. 52.
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invention, where special circumstances render it expedient-as for instance in
any position where unusual vibration existed-so as to prevent the transverse
wire from accidentally coming out of the notches of the bayonet joint, and
Claim 2 is nulaD jndependellt Clatm.~r.~Claim in gro~§~Ju~r~r,B§ubsidiary
QlaUn within the meaning of the phrase 'as--u~E-ed by"Lord Oairns -in the British 5
Dynamite Company v, Krebs (l3 RIP,C. 190) applied by Mr. Justice Farwell
in Parker v. Satclucel; (~8.RIP.9..299 at pag-e ~07)1. Claim 2 is only claimed
in connection withand as appendant to the improved" device shown in Claim 1.
The objections to the Plaintiffs'second Patent fail, and I decide in favour of
its validity. . . 10'
. It was then said that there ought not to be any injunction as the Defendants

had only made one lamp in infringement of the Patent" and that lamp was
supplied to the Plaintiffs. The lamp so made "differs slightly from: the patented
lamp, as the wire supporting the lamp does not pass through the cap in a straight
line, but instead there' is an internal ring with two-pins which project" through 15
the slots on opposite sides of the cap. This is substantially, the. same .as the
Plaintiffs', and this was .admitted, but nevertheless Mr. Francis Harrison, the
Defendants' works manager, .who was called as a witness bythe Defendants, has
taken out a Patent for it (No. 28 of 1907).. Altb.ougb; •the lamp supplied by t;he
Defendants is in ~y .opinion .a clear. infringement, the Defendants filed ';: an, 20
affiqayit of Mr. Harrisonouei: interlocutory application,genY.ing~nfriDge~~nt,

and alleging that the cap shown in their Circulars was altogether different .from.
the .Plalntiffs', and. statingthat such cap was the subject ofapendingapplication
for Letters Patent. Under these circumstances, it matters not .. theleast whether
the ~, twist cap" advertised and illustrated by 'the Defendants in their Circulars, 25
represents the lamp exactly the same as the Plaintiffs' Patent, or the same as the
one lamp supplied by the Defendants to the Plaintiffs. The Defendants have
threatened to supply and ,publicly advertised that .they are .prepared "to supply
that lamp, and there mustbe an injunction restraining any further infringement
of the Plaintiffs' second Patent. There will not be any inquiry. as to damages; 30,
as the Defendants' evidence that only one lamp had ever been actuallysupplied
by them was not contested. .' ..

With reference to the coats of. the action, it must be borne in mind that some
portion of the costs has been incurred in respect of the first Patentalthough at
the hearing the case was fought almost .entirely on the "second· Patent. The 35
Plaintiffs will have ·the costs of the action except aofaras increased by the
elaim in respect of the first Patent, the Plaintiffs will pay the Defendants' costs
so far as increased by the' claim in respect of the first Patent, and there willbe
the usual set-off. . ,

The. Plaintiffs may have a Certificate that the validity of their'second .Patent 40
has' come in question, and a1so that their Particulars of Breaches. have ..been
reasonable and proper. . .. .

The Defendants may have a Oertiflcate that their Particulars of .Objectlons to
the' Plaintiffs' first Patent alleging prior publication In the Specification of
Edison and tuu (No. 22,337 of 18,95) has been proven. 45
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